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8.1. Abstract 

Strict liability held a situation where a standard of liability under which a person is legally 

responsible for the consequences flowing from the activity even in the absence of fault or 

Criminal  intent on the part of defendant. Strict liability is a liability without fault. It is studied 

under law as a tort, common law and criminal law. The foundation for all this is same but the 

basic difference occurs due to the issue occurred, facts etc. While there is a clear presumption 

that Mens Rea is required, if the courts find that Parliament had a clear intention to create a 

strict liability offence. Strict liability as a criminal law some offences do not require Mens Rea 

to attach to an element of the Actus Reus. The law of strict liability actually originated for 

abnormal dangerous activities was actually originated from the problem between the 

neighbours for incompatible use of their lands. Incompatible land use has been the subject of 

nuisance law. 

The research paper understands the liability for STRICT LIABILITY in present day situation 

.Checking its validity in the present day in a very clear and clarified way and it helps in 

understanding what is strict liability by going through its origin, history, development etc. The 

cases where Strict Liability can be used. It also elucidate the difference between strict liability 

and negligence with giving a brief detail about contributory negligence. The paper exclusively 

gives a very brief understanding of strict libility under animals categorizing them to domestic, 

wild and abnormally dangerous animals. It also gives examples where strict liability is imposed 

for dangers, abnormal dangers, contemperory abnormal dangers, explosives. It also tells the 

readers the defences that are available against Strict Liability. Finally, it speaks about the faults 

and defects corner of strict liability. The paper to clear all the doubts that the reader get, gave 

all the important case-laws in a very lucid manner. 
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8.2. Introduction to Strict Liability 

Strict liability is a liability without fault. It is studied under law as a tort, common law and 

criminal law. The foundation for all this is same but the basic difference occurs due to the issue 

occurred, facts etc. 

Rylands v flether is one of the famous case which involves the principle of strict liability.  

a. Strict Liability as a Criminal Law 

Some offences do not require Mens Rea to attach to an element of the Actus Reus209 .These are 

generally known as strict liability offences which is the term used in this chapter, though some 

lawyers refer to those offences requiring no Mens Rea at all as imposing absolute liability and 

those requiring no Mens Rea as to an element of the Actus Reus as imposing strict liability. 

While there is a clear presumption that Mens Rea is required, if the courts find that Parliament 

had a clear intention to create a strict liability offence then strict liability will be imposed and 

the presumption will be rebutted Most of these offences have been created by statue 

b. Strict Liability as a Tort 

Strict liability is a ‘no fault liability’. Even if the defendant was not negligent or there may be 

a circumstance like if the defendant did not intentionally cause the harm or he was careful, he 

could still be made liable under the rule. 

c. Strict liability as a common law 

The doctrine of strict liability is the third primary component of tort liability. Strict liability 
arises for a defendant that engages in particular types of activities that are potentially harm-
producing, and despite the fact that the person did not intend harm and took every measure 
within his/her power to prevent injury to the plaintiff. The application of strict liability is a 
relatively new theory of law and reflects an emerging social policy that the risks associated 
with a particular activity should be carried by those parties who "pursue it", instead of by people 
who are merely exposed to the risk. Although the previously discussed defence of contributory 
negligence is generally held NOT to be a valid defense for strict liability, assumption of risk 
by the plaintiff may be accepted by the court and prevent recovery. 

 

                                                             
209Action or conduct which is a constituent element of a crime, as opposed to the mental state of the accused 
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8.3. Historical context of strict liability 

Strict liability offences began to be developed in the mid to late 19th century210  This was the 

age of industrial revolution.in the present world there is rapid industrialisation Regulatory 

offences were created that were designed to protect individuals from the risks that came with 

greater industrialisation and mass consumerism. For example, Professor Richard Singer 

highlights England’s Sale of Food and Drug Act 1860 as one of the first legislative moves 

towards strict liability. It maintains that one of the primary aims of the criminal law is the 

protection of fundamental social interest211 unfortunately, statutes are not always so obliging 

as to state ‘this is a strict liability offence. Occasionally the wording of an Act does make this 

clear, but otherwise the courts are left to decide for themselves. 

8.4. The fault of strict liability 

Particular torts are defined in a sharp-edged manner—a quality that is sometimes expressed by 

reference to the “objectivity” of the standards of conduct that they set. The objective dimension 

of familiar torts often has been understood to indicate an embrace of liability beyond 

wrongdoing. But this understanding is mistaken. Overwhelmingly, tort liability is 

simultaneously wrongs based and strict. Still, there is arguably a small corner of tort law that 

recognizes a form of strict liability that does not require wrongdoing in any sense. In this 

section, we identify this form of strict liability, explain its normative structure, and contrast it 

with wrongs-based strict liability. 

8.5. Liability of negligence and strict liability 

Negligence is the breach of a duty caused by the omission to do something which a reasonable 

man, guided by those considerations which ordinarily regulate the conduct of human affairs 

would do, or doing something a prudent or reasonable person would not do.212 

They are the major rules of liability used in tort law to deal with situations where one person 

(the injurer) causes harm to another person (the victim). In England, France and Germany, for 

instance, the usual forms of liability are the comparative negligence rule and strict liability with 

the defence of relative negligence, and in the US it is the comparative negligence rule, the 

                                                             
210 Before this time, convictions for criminal offences without proof of intent were found ‘only occasionally, 
chiefly among the nuisance cases 
211 Ashworth and horder 
212 R.K.Bangia chapter 11 page number 244 
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negligence rule with the defence of contributory negligence, and strict liability with the same 

defence 

In nineteenth century as the world was affected by new rules of different countries and 

industrial revolution, there were many cases which made a drastic fall of strict liability. 

Some of the important aspects are: 

 There are increased number of changes for which compensation for losses substantially 

exceed the damage 

 There were some cases where harm was intentional 

This made the thinkers to have a reform in tort law .this is the time which also had a great 

impact on developing economics. Torts would be easy and efficient if we use economics.to 

redefine torts in a proper and efficient way. One of the path-breaking studies in the development 

of the economic approach to tort is Calabresi (1970). The aim of tort law, he proposes, apart 

from the requirement for justice, is to minimise the social costs of a tort defined as the sum of 

total accident costs, administration costs, costs of properly allocating accident losses by means 

of insurance, and accident prevention costs of both the injurer and the victim. Again, the 

comparison between strict liability and negligence helps to determine which tort system is most 

suitable to improve welfare by, first, encouraging individuals to engage in safer activities by 

providing an incentive to do so, and second, encouraging individuals too. 

8.6. What is contributory negligence? 

It is the concept of negligence comprehended that the foreseeable harm can be avoided by 

taking requisite precautions. 

8.7. Strict liability for trespassing animals213 

This is a very ancient rule and has been already rule and has been already considered.214 

Liability for trespass by the defendant is also absolute in theory though not in reality, as already 

explained. 

In the early England if the cattle owner drove his cattle onto your land so that your crops got 

affected .then it comes under trespass because he caused directly entry onto your land. If the 

                                                             
213 Dobbs, D. (2000). The law of torts. 1st ed. st.paul: west group, p.942  
214 See Cattle Trespass and statutory Modifications to it in England 
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same thing happened without the consent of the owner, here the writ of trespass with strict 

liability carried with it excluding some exceptions. However this principle is only applied to 

certain barnyard animals leaving pet animals like dog, cat, etc. 

The rule of cattle-owner liability put the economic burden upon cattle owners to protect crop 

growers. They built fences. The problem arises when the cattle in some places there (dry west) 

many acres of land is needed to sustain a cow. On prior timber for fencing was unavailable for 

this and many other reasons many states substantially removed the rule of strict liability. Now 

the land owners could recover for harm for trespassing cattle only if the land owner had first 

erected the fence that met statutory standard ”a fencing out rule”215.later it was decided by 

statutes to provide for open range and free  grazing without liability of areas where cattle 

ranching is dominant.216 

The cattle trespass rules at various levels can be understood at various perspectives.in one view-

the local norms must be too dominant that the actual choice of legal rule “strict liability” is not 

valid. On the other hand it is possible to construct an ideal view.                     

8.8. Strict liability for abnormality dangerous domestic animals 

A dangerous species is a species 

 Which is not domesticated in the British lands. 

 Whose fully grown animals normally have such characteristics that they are likely unless 

restrained to cause severe damage or that damage they may cause is likely to be 

similar.217 

The common law rule already discussed the liability of such cases. If the animal in our 

perspective had direct trespass with damage it makes landowner to hold strictly liable. In the 

case some domestic animals like dogs and cats treated separately ,here the owner is not held 

for strict liability because here strict liability is inflicted on the keeper of the animal knows or 

                                                             
215 E.g Colo Rev Stat  35-46-102 Ellickson concluded that the fencing out rule became the dominant rule in the 
19th century  and was not limited to western states .Robert C.Ellickson ,of coase and cattle  .dispute resolution  
among Neighbours in Sastra county,38 Stan L.Rev .623,660,n.94(1986) 
216 See Robert C Ellickson .Of coase and cattle .dispute revolution among neighbors In shashta county 38 STAN 
L REV 623,(1986) 
217 HEPPLE, B. and MATTHEWS, M. (1991). TORT CASES AND MATERIALS. 4th ed. LONDON: BUTTERWORTHS, 
pp.521-524. 
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a reason to know that his animal is abnormally dangerous in some way and injury results from 

that danger218.  

If the animal in our perspective has its abnormal dangerous activity in his nature .then the 

keeper or owner of that particular animal is not strictly liable. For example if quite natural a 

bull may be aggressive so, the keeper of the bull may not held strictly liable in this case. In 

addition the keeper of that animal must have knowledge or at least notice of the dangerous 

tendencies that resulted in harm219. The fact that a bull has acted up does not show that he has 

been abnormally dangerous propensities for a bull. In fact if a dog has bitten and keeper knows 

it often offends to keeper knowledge of a dangerous propensity, but not necessarily 

It is not at all relevant if the keeper has no knowledge about the action. So in these cases the 

defendant has a liability of claiming of negligence or strict liability or both220. If the domestic 

animal in our case has an abnormal dangerous element, then the defendant or keeper is liable 

for negligence. If the animal done without consent of keeper or owner and has no abnormal 

dangerous element then the keeper is liable for strict liability. 221 

8.9.  Strict liability for wild animals 

The wild animals are totally different from domestic animals. The English rule held that 

keepers of wild animals are strictly liable for harm caused by such animals222.there is a liability 

imposed even if the keeper exercised the utmost care to keep the animal confined and safe.223 

It is rejected sometimes when it comes to a public zoos. Strict liability rule applies even if the 

animal is not known to have vicious or abnormal propensities to cause harm.224 

Strict liability is limited to harm that results from the wild or dangerous character of the animal 

or from dangerous traits of keeper knows or should know.225 The restatement extends strict 

liability to those who harbour as well as who own, possess, or keep the animal.226 For instance 

                                                             
218 Marshall v Ranne 511 S.W.2d 255 (tex 1974); Jivedan v law ,194 W.Va 705,461 S.E.2d 451 
(1995);restatement 509 
219 See Van Houten v Pritchard ,315 Ark 688,870 S.W .2d 377 (1994) 
220 Cal Civ Code 3342;510 ILCS 5/16 Mont Code Ann 27-1-715 
221 See stroop v day,,271 Mont 314,896  p.2d 439 (1995).plaintiff act of chasing dogs four weeks earlier was not 
provocation, nor was plaintiff’s act of leaning on fence where dog was penned 
222 W.V.H.Rogers Winfield and Jolowicz on tort 475 ff.(14 ed.1994):cf .may v.Burdett ,9 Q.B 101 (1846){liability 
for a monkey known to be mischevious nature even if defendant exercised care to keep him safely} 
223 Smith v Jalbert ,351 ,Mass 432,221 N.E.2d 744(1966) 
224 E.G smith v jalbert ,351 mass 432,221 N.E.2d 744(1966) 
225 Ibid 507 2 
226 Ibid 514 
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a parent who permits a child to keep a lion on the parent’s premises may not possess the lion 

but harbours it nonetheless and is responding accordingly.227 The emphasis shifts from control 

and emphasis of animal to possession and control of premises. But this does not mean that 

landowner is strictly liable for injuries inflicted by the wild animal that intrudes upon property. 

In that case liability will be imposed only if the landowner was negligent, for example by 

negatively failing to repel the animal or to protect guests228 

8.10. Strict liability for abnormal dangers 

The statement supports liability for activities that are abnormally dangerous, these are not 

pursued in the community. Cases are in accord, so liability without fault is imposed, for 

example when carefully handled explosives cause harm  the idea is not to deter such activities 

altogether but to make them “pay their way”  .By charging them with liability for harms that 

are more or less inevitably associated with the activity. 

The law of strict liability actually originated for abnormal dangerous activities was actually 

originated from the problem between the neighbours for incompatible use of their lands. 

Incompatible land use has been the subject of nuisance law. Liability for nuisance has been 

carried out on defendant for his activities in his land such as invasion of neighbouring 

properties by intangibles like gases, smokes, sound and light. Many nuisance are intentional in 

the sense that the defendant knows to a substantial certainty that he is causing noxious invasion. 

A noisy factory in a residential neighbourhood is held liable but not in an area of devoted 

factories.  Courts have from time to time supported liability for the unusual, non-mutual, 

’abnormal’ activity or condition on land which interferes with the use of other lands. The 

unusual and abnormal have appeared in various guises and various names. To have a clear cut 

of cases court advances to strands of thought.229 They are 

 One was that a person who introduces something to the land that is not naturally there 

and likely to do mischief if it escapes must be held liable for foreseeable harms resulting 

if it does infect escape. The focus here seemed to be on the natural state of the land itself 

and its alteration of pages 

                                                             
227 See American states ins. Co v guillermin ,108 ohio app.3d 547 ,671 N.E.2d 317(1996) 
228  
229 This version (more fully stated ) is seen as the rule rylands v fletcher in W.V.H. Rogers ,Winfield &Jolowicz 
On tort 
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 It can be understood quite differently to focus on non-natural use of land, that is, a use of 

land that was not natural or normal in the community or an activity that was incompatible 

with surrounding land use. The focus of this line may have been in the community’s usage 

and custom, not on the natural condition of the land itself. that would be understandable 

on the observation that mining had been conducted on Lancaster from very early times 

and that of necessity you must mine minerals where they are ,while mill pounds can be 

built in many places in a country full of rivers and streams.230 

8.11. Strict liability for contemporary abnormal danger cases 

Courts now have generally accepted the principles for some activities involving special danger, 

especially those normally pursued, strict liability can be held. But this statement lead a detour 

aside from a few clear cases those involving use and storage of explosives, they rejected strict 

liability because the evidence does not demonstrate whether it can be made safe by exercise of 

care.231 

8.12. Strict liability for explosives and high energy activities. 

Strict liability most readily hurts when the physical harm occurred from the defendant’s use or 

storage of dynamites or other raw material intended to cause explosions as courts dropped the 

older trespass theory for explosives. They recognised strict liability could be imposed for 

vibration damage generated by explosives even the incident does not throw any object on others 

land or into persons. From here ,some courts have gone on to hold that strict liability applies to 

other large forces causing vibration damage to property, in particular to damage caused by 

testing a large rocket and those caused by pile driving.232 

8.13. Defences against Strict Liability 

A. Consent of Claimant 

Where the claimant has impliedly or expressly consented to the presence of the source of the 

danger and there has been no negligence on the part of the defendant, the defendant is not 

liable. The exception merely illustrates the general defence, volenti non fit injuria. The main 

application of implied consent is found in the cases where different floors of the same building 

                                                             
230 Read v Lyons [1947] A.C.156 
231 (underground storage tanks for gasoline on farms were common, no strict liability for contaminating leak) 
E.g Mahowald v Minnesota Gas Co .,344 N.W.2d 856 (minn .1984) 
232 Smith v Lockheld propulsion co., 247 Cal.App .2d 774, 56 Cal.Rptr. 128,29 A.L.R.3d 538 (1967) 
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are occupied by the different persons and the tenant of the lower floor suffered damages as a 

result of water escaping from upper floor, though it has to be said that the cases which have 

discussed this defence have tended to involve perfectly ordinary domestic fittings which would 

to modern eyes .Be a natural use of land.in a block of premises each tenant can normally be 

regarded as consenting to the presence of water on the premises if the supply is of usual 

character ,but not if it is of quite an unusual kind, Or defective or dangerous, which unless he 

actually knows of that. The defendant is liable if the escape was due to its negligence. 

B. Common Benefit 

Where the source of the danger is maintained for the common benefit of the claimant and 

defendants not held liable for its escape. This is akin to the defence of the claimant and 

Brandwell.B in Carstairs v Taylor233  treated it as the same thing. In peters v prince of whale 

theatre (Birmingham) ltd.234  the court of appeal regarded “common benefit” as more than one 

element (an important element) is showing consent. In other judicial dicta the exception has 

regarded as an independent note.235 One passage in the Cambridge water case236 suggests that 

the rule may be inapplicable to provision of services to different area such as a business park 

or industrial estate, but this statement is made in the contest of non natural use. The view is that 

there is a defence of non benefit among consumers of a generally supplied service like gas or 

electricity seems inconsistent with that case.237 On balance common benefit seems redundant 

(and indeed misleading) as an independent defence.                           

C. Act of Stranger 

If the escape was carried out by unforeseeable act of a stranger, the rule does not apply. In box 

v jubb 238 the defendant’s reservoir overflowed partly because of acts of neighbouring 

reservoir-owner and defendant escaped liability. The claimant also failed in his claim in 

Rickards v lothian239  where some third party deliberately blocked up the waste pipe of a 

lavatory basin in the defendant’s premises. It has been suggested the defence is limited to 

mischievous deliberate and conscious act of a stranger240, and there fore excludes his negligent 

                                                             
233 (1871) L.R, 6 Ex 217 so too, Northwestern utilities ltd v London guarantee co ltd. 
234 [1943] K B .72 at 78 
235 Gill v edvin(1894) 72  LT 579; Anderson v oppenheimer(1880) L.R. 5 Q.B.D 602 
236 [1994] C at 208 
 
238(1879) 4 Ex.d 76  
239 [1913] A.C 263 
240 Perry v kendricks transport limited, above at 87 ,per Sington L.J similarly in  prosser v levy [1955] 1 W.L.R 
1224 by the same judge 
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acts. The basis of defence of any control by the defendant over the acts of the stranger on his 

land. Onus is on the defendant to show that escape was due to unforeseeable act by the stranger 

without any negligence on his part. If on the other hand, the act of the stranger could reasonably 

anticipated or its consequences prevented, the defendant will still be liable .in north western 

utilities ltd v London guarantee and accident ltd.241 An hotel belonged and insured by the 

claimant was destroyed in a fire caused by the escape and ignition of natural gas. The gas had 

percolated into hotel basement from a fractured welding joint in an intermediate pressure main 

situated below street level and belonging to defendant, a public utility company. The fractured 

was caused during the construction of storm sewer involving underground work beneath the 

defendants mains by a third party. The privy council accepted that the defence of act of god 

and act of third party prevent a claimant from succeeding in a claim based on the rule in rylands 

v fletcher but held the defendant liable for negligence. The risk involved in the defendant’s 

operations was so great that a high degree of care was expected of them. They knew of 

construction of sewer and they ought to have appreciated the possibility of damage to their 

mains and taken appropriate action to prevent or rectify it. 

It is clear that a trespasser is a “stranger” for this purpose give the defaults of his servants in 

the course liable; he is also liable for the negligence of the independent contractor unless it is 

entirely collateral. In the closely related context of liability for fire it has been held that the 

occupier liable for fire it has been held that the occupier is liable for the fault of his licensees 

or guests. And this seems to be general rule. 

We must consider whether the rule applies to the premises by the occupier’s predecessor in 

title. It may be inferred from the decision in the north western utilities case. if the occupier 

knew or might  with reasonable care have ascertained, that the danger existed, he is liable for 

its escape. If the condition is not satisfied, it is submitted that he ought not to be liable. There 

is no direct decision but the rule itself seems to make it essential that the defendant should 

“bring his lands” the danger 

D. Statutory Authority 

In green v chesla waterworks co for instance, a main belonging to a water works company 

which was authorised by parliament to lay the main burst without any negligence on the part 

of the company and the claimant’s premises were flooded, the company was held not liable. 

                                                             
241 [1936] A. C. 108 
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The chesla waterworks co were authorised by the statute to lay mains to lay mains and were 

authorised by statute to lay mains under a statutory duty. On the other hand, in Charing Cross 

electricity co v hydraulic power co were empowered by statute to supply water for industrial 

purposes. That is they had permissible obligation to keep their mains charged with water at 

high pressure or at all 

It has been noted above that an act done under the authority of a statue is a defence to an action 

for tort. The defence is also available when the action under the rule in rylands v flethcher. 

Statutory authority, however cannot be pleaded as a defence when there is negligence 

E. Act Of God242 

The harm must be inevitable, and must occur without human intervention. The defendant must 

be unable to prevent the harm by exercising reasonable foresight or care. This means that the 

act of nature must be the sole cause of the accident not just a contributing factor. The defence 

is in place to allow a jury to refuse to place blame on a party if the evidence shows that the 

accident was beyond that party’s control. A defendant does not have to pay any damages to the 

plaintiff if the jury finds that the defendant can successfully use the act of God defence. This 

means that the plaintiff will not be able to receive any compensation from the defendant. Texas 

Star Flour Mills, the Court of Civil Appeals of Texas held that Gulf, Colorado & Santa De 

Railway Company could use the act of God defence to escape liability. The heavy rain 

destroyed the flour. The Court held that the defendant could use the act of God defense because 

the heavy rain was unforeseeable. Several witnesses testified that this was the worst storm that 

has ever occurred in this area. The Court noted that the defendant was not expected to guard 

against a storm that the defendant could not reasonably anticipate. 

8.14. Limitations of Strict Liability243 

 Disadvantages for Companies 

Strict liability is a type of product liability that holds the selling company liable for 

defective products. Strict liability is liability without fault, meaning that the seller of 

the product is responsible for damages even if the tort wasn’t the company fault. Strict 

liability only applies to businesses officially engaged in selling or leasing own products; 

                                                             
242 Gulf, C. & S.F. Ry. Co. v. Texas Star Flour Mills, 143 S.W. 1179 (Tex. Civ. App. 1912). 
243 Leslie Crocker, Limitations upon the Remedy of "Strict Tort" Liability for the Manufacture and Sale of Goods-
-Has the Citadel Been Devastated, 17 Case. W. Res. L. Rev. 300 (1965) 
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private sales are never applicable. Strict liability is only enforced in some states and 

each state that has a strict liability might have variations on the law. 

 Disadvantages for Consumers 

In several situations, the purchaser and users cannot sue for strict liability tort. A known 

“general danger” is one such situation. Sometimes, the inherent danger of a product -- 

such as a gun -- is general knowledge. Companies are not responsible for failing to warn 

consumers of generally known dangers. Companies are also not liable in such situations 

where the consumer has misused or modified the product in such a way as to cause an 

injury. 

8.15. Conclusion 

While there is a clear presumption that mens rea is required, if the courts find that 

Parliament had a clear intention to create a strict liability offence. Strict liability as a 

criminal law Some offences do not require mens rea to attach to an element of the actus 

reus .Strict liability will be imposed and the presumption will be rebutted .Most of these 

offences have been created by statue Strict liability as a tort . Strict liability is a liability 

without fault.  The doctrine of strict liability is the third primary component of tort 

liability. 

   In this research, we identified this form of strict liability, explained its 

normative structure, and contrast it with wrongs-based strict liability. Strict liability is 

only enforced in some states and each state that has a strict liability might have 

variations on the law. Strict liability for contemporary abnormal danger cases Courts 

now have generally accepted the principles for some activities involving special danger, 

especially those normally pursued, strict liability can be held. Strict liability only 

applies to businesses officially engaged in selling or leasing own products; private sales 

are never applicable. It is used for abnormality dangerous domestic animals and for 

which is not domesticated in the British lands .These are generally known as strict 

liability offences which is the term used in this chapter, though some lawyers refer to 

those offences requiring no mens rea at all as imposing absolute liability and those 

requiring no mens rea as to an element of the actus reus as imposing strict liability. 

There are disadvantages for Consumers and companies in several situations, the 

purchaser and users cannot sue for strict liability tort. 

 


